Kubota m9540 problems

Kubota tractor PTO not engaging? Then read over these commonly asked questions regarding
how to engage a PTO on Kubota tractors when issues arise. These tractor powershift
transmission troubleshooting tips will help. As the engine RPM rises above , the shaft stops.
However, the turning continues when the engine speed dips below RPM. Though the turning is
not forceful, it is sometimes enough to turn the attachment whether a post hole digger or winch.
Further, safety is an issue. If you found yourself caught up in this mechanism, escape would be
unlikely. The problem could be surfacing because of several things. It might also be a bad
clutch pack brake disc, which would not stop the clutch. If this is the case, a visual inspection
would be necessary. Keep in mind that an entire teardown would be in the cards. Most likely,
there is a poor adjustment on the PTO control valve that permits it to only partially engage or
float. An easy pressure test on the control valve would reveal if this is the underlying issue or
not. If the RPMs are changing the engagement, it could be a weak seal. When the flow and
pressure rise high enough, you experience the shut-off. Bottom line? Get it fixed as soon as you
can. Check your warranty to see if this safety concern is covered. The blades continue to turn
because of their weight. It should be noted that when the PTO is off, its clutch is disengaged.
However, its brake is still engaged. The brake plate tab and PTO clutch holder suffer wear.
Likely, though, your PTO is all mechanical and possesses two hand levers. One lever is for the
clutch plate. The other is for a PTO shifter. Some models have dual-speed, and some have
single-speed with a neutral position. To check things out yourself, examine the hand lever for
the clutch. That linkage may be bent and could certainly be prohibiting the clutch from
engaging. Next, look over the linkage to the rear gearbox. You might need to try disconnecting
the outside rod and using vise grips to exercise the lever. Finally, attempt to turn the PTO shaft
manually. When shifted one way, it should be free, turning very easily. When shifted the other
way, it should be connected to the PTO driveshaft, clutch, and turn much harder. The
engagement inside the rear gearbox is not actually being sensed. Also, if the PTO clutch and
gearbox are engaged, and the PTO still does not turn, then your problem is likely extensive. Our
experienced staff can help. For most PTOs, there is no external adjustment. Often the PTO
clutching rings and shaft need replaced because people use their tractors to run their feet
garden tillers and bush hogs without a slip clutch. You may need to turn to a mechanic with
Kubota expertise. Browse the site of the best Texas Kubota Dealer around! Bobby Ford Tractor
and Equipment is here to serve you. Contact us online today or call us at for a quote. Home
About Careers Blog Events. The Kubota M utility tractor is practically the biggest and most
powerful tractor in the M series. However the engine is tweeked on the M to produce a maximum
of 95 hp in power output 84 hp max for the PTO. The engine is started via a 12 volt battery. This
battery is then recharged by either a 60 amp alternator on the CAB model or a 45 amp alternator
on the open operator station model. There is also the option of upgrading the alternator to an 80
amp model. The engine on the Kubota M tractor also powers the front loader through the
hydraulics system. This is the Kubota LA loader model. This LA has a choice of 2 buckets. The
first is the 72 inch wide model that has the capacity to hold up to 0. With this bucket attached,
the loader has a maximum lifting capacity of kg lbs. The second, larger bucket is 84 inches wide
and has the capacity to hold up to 0. The maximum lifting capacity of this bucket comes to kg
lbs. The minimum weight of the M , with an open operator station and 2WD chassis comes to kg
lbs , while with a cab and 4WD chassis, it weighs a lot more at kg lbs. Have Your Say! Leave A
Review Do you love or hate this tractor? You can have your say below by leaving review. Name
required. Mail will not be published required. Website optional. We'll assume you're ok with this,
but you can opt-out if you wish. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are
stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the
website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this
website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the
option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your
browsing experience. Necessary Necessary Always Enabled Necessary cookies are absolutely
essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures
basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any
personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to
function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other
embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Kubota M 1 Review. Average Ratings
Performance. Kubota M 4. Posted in Kubota. May 23, at pm. Leave a Review How to use this
form Please fill out your name and email first website optional. Then give your ratings for this
model and year of production. Afterwards, please fill out the 5 fields to give a full review on this
model before hitting the "Submit Review" button. Click here to cancel reply. Search For Your
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Me? Results 1 to 10 of Today, I was at my local Kubota dealer investigating bat wing mower
options. While there, I noticed a split M in the shop. I inspected the damaged parts and learned
that the failure was catastrophic. After speaking with the service manager, I learned that there is
a known problem with the PTO brake in and tractors with serial numbers prior to at least Of
course, my with about 46 hours but out of warranty on elapsed time, is prior to the SN break.
Apparently the PTO brake design is not robust enough to withstand PTO disengagement with a
substantial inertial load connected bat wing mower, etc. After inspecting the damaged parts in
my dealers shop, I agree. FWIW: I was a design engineer for GM for many years and a failure
analysis engineer for the last couple of years before retirement. Apparently, this is a known
issue. Repair parts for tractors prior to the SN break result in an order of a "service pack" PTO
clutch assembly, without detail of changes made therein. There is no such notification of bat
wing mower prohibition in any of the related Kubota marketing literature. Indeed, there are
multiple photos of similar tractors pulling bat wing mowers. Consequently, inadvertent full
power PTO disengagement is unavoidable due to inadvertent bumps of the PTO switch by the
operator. Again, this appears to be a well known issue. Apparently, Kubota has decided to
address this issue on a case-by-case basis rather than recalling all tractors with the well known
design defect to update such machines to subsequent design standards. My M with less than 50
hours is out of warranty due to elapsed time. This presents a dilemma. Anyone know if Kubota
is or might be planning to recall affected tractors to address this issue? Thanks in advance.
Reply With Quote. This morning I visited to view the design changes before they installed the
assembly. The repair involves replacing the entire PTO clutch assembly with the upgraded
design used on late model M and later tractors. The brake disc is thicker and probably made of
better steel, though it is not possible to determine that visually. The tab stop that prevents the
PTO clutch disc from rotating, once part of a casting that supports the clutch assembly and
includes the PTO clutch relief valve, has been replaced with a hardened steel dowel pin and the
design of the relief valve has been changed. A new steel shield covers the brake assembly for
whatever reason. Tractors are being serviced on an as failed basis. There is no recall. The
tractor at my dealer is within warranty on hours but well out of warranty on elapsed time. I also
have a Hay Baler and Cutter but they both have an overrun built into the shaft. Never thought
about the Shredder but it makes sense, even at low speeds it has a lot of inertia. An overrun
coupler sounds like a good idea. My manual for the batwing mower shows a very specific
measurement of 14" from the end of the PTO shaft to the drawbar mounting hole for the proper
operation of the CV Joint. If you add the overrun coupler you may have to add a longer drawbar.
For info I have about hours on my tractor, about half that is running the 15' shredder. I am
curious to hear from others about this issue. Has anyone heard any more about this issue? Has
anyone on here actually experienced this problem with their or ? Originally Posted by Poopdeck
Pappy. I'm bumping this old thread back to life. My flail mower has a built in over running clutch
inside the gearbox -- no adapters necessary. I wonder why an expensive batwing mower
wouldn't have this standard? Originally Posted by diesel This is interesting. Replies: 66 Last
Post: , PM. Replies: 7 Last Post: , PM. Replies: 10 Last Post: , PM. Replies: 15 Last Post: , AM.
Replies: 33 Last Post: , PM. All times are GMT The time now is AM. Other trademarks on this
page are the property of their respective owners. Media New media New comments Search
media. Log in. Search Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search titles only. Search
Advanced searchâ€¦. Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search Advancedâ€¦. New
posts. All threads Latest threads New posts Trending threads. Search Search forums Search
profile posts. Members Current visitors New profile posts. M hydraulic problem. Thread starter
Whitaker Farms Start date Sep 9, JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Whitaker Farms New member. Sep 9, 23 0 0
Somerville, TN. I have been reading around here for a long time and have always been able to
figure out my problem but now I have something I need help with. Last Monday I started to use
the tractor and do a few chores. First I was going to move a gooseneck loaded with square
bales to unload it into the barn and it would not pick it up, so I used the truck. Then I went to put
the bale grapple on the loader and it wouldn't lift it either. It would only lift the bare loader at idle
or up to about rpm. If you rev it higher than that the hydraulics seem to stop. I had done both of

these tasks many times before, so I turned the tractor off, let it sit, and then checked the fluid
level. It was at the top line on the dipstick. I have not had any problems like this before so I put it
up for the night. The next day I talked to my dealer and he said he didn't know what the problem
could be. Since then I have changed the filters which didn't help anything. I checked the
pressure at the remote per the manual and the max I got was psi at idle. If you run the tractor at
max rpm all I got was about psi. I removed and cleaned the relief valve and tried adjusting it but
nothing helped. I talked to a diff dealer and he said to check the 3pt lift cylinders and see if the
fluid was bypassing. It was not. I don't want to put one if its not the problem but I don't know
what else to do. Does anyone have any other thoughts or suggestions? If it was all OK when it
was parked then wouldn't work the next day so to speak, I would look at some simple things like
a remote valve has been bumped and is not centered properly, or a quick connect is not
seating, remove all QC's and reseat. I run a hydraulic top link and I took it off the lower remote
and moved it to the other 2 with no change. Then I put it back on the bottom remote. Would this
make sure they were centered? As I noted, failures don't usually happen while the tractor is
parked, so checking the easy stuff like bumped remote levers and quick connect valves and the
like first may get you out of trouble. If you do, unplug and reseat all of them. It's also possible
something is wrong with the FEL spool valve or something totally different, just trying for the
easy stuff first. Also check the feedback linkage on the 3pt. Last edited: Sep 10, Tx Jim Member
Lifetime Member. Apr 30, 22 18 Coyote,Flats,Texas. I checked the remotes last night again and
they were all ok. It doesn't have a selector valve or anything on this model. The book says the
pressure should be about when checking at the remote. I'll check the draft adjustments and
stuff and make sure they are per the book. Oct 6, 3, 83 Williamstown Ontario Canada. A few
points that apply to my M and likely your tractor. You have a FEL which means you have two
pressure relief valves. The one for the FEL is behind a metal plate near the steps on the right
side of the tractor. The second one is near the rear remotes. The hydraulic flow is first to the
FEL and then, through a power beyond port, to the rear remotes and 3 pt. The FEL relief valve
has to be adjusted first. I expect its set point is a few hundred psi more than the rear relief valve.
I have found that a remote valve that is not in the center or neutral position can bleed off
hydraulic flow and limit pressure. The relief valve tests are to be done at full rpm. Dave M I will
try to find a manual for the loader. The hydraulic pressure on mine comes off the pump and
goes into a junction block. Then it has two lines that go to the loader valve and one line goes to
the rear of the tractor. I don't know if this block is anything special or not. I will look in the parts
breakdown and see what they call it. Bulldog Well-known member Equipment. Mar 30, 5, 28 48
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out the rubber hose on the right side that connects the 2 hard pipes going to the hyd pump. It's
known to crack and suck air which would make your hydraulics weak. Also check the auxiliary
control valve selector knob on the side of your remote valves between single and dual acting if
you have them, as if it is mid position it will probably bleed oil back to tank. Bulldog said:. I
don't think mine has a rubber hose on the suction side of the pump. It has a hard line coming
from the tank to the bottom of the pump. Is there another line your talking about? Auxiliary
control valve selector knob OK? Whitaker Farms said:. Maybe they did away with the rubber
piece in there because of the problems it caused. I guess so. Our M has what your talking about
but it's never caused a problem. I am not sure what else it could be but the pump. I think I'm
going to pull the pump and see if it shows any signs of wear. Show hidden low quality content.
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